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The May/June 2017 issue of Armor & Mobility focuses on the critical work done every day
by our men and women in Special Operations Forces (SOF) uniform. From operator mission
preparedness to Joint coordination across a global spectrum of operations, SOF are asked
to answer the call that conventional forces do not or cannot alone. As such, the nation’s
interests that SOF protect are often subtle in terms of news coverage but ultimately as critical,
if not more so, to the big picture that is U.S. national security.
As the DoD coordinating authority for all U.S. SOF, U.S. Special Operations Command
(USSOCOM) looks across all of the Global Combatant Commands (GCCs) in order to improve
timeliness and develop a robust range of options for U.S. leadership in the deterrence and
elimination of threats to American and Allied interests. In an exclusive interview with SOCOM
Commander GEN Raymond Thomas III, readers get insight into ways SOCOM is taking the
lead on developing a global assessment program intended to enable DoD to seize emerging
opportunities and address challenges with GCC commanders simultaneously. “This approach
continues to enhance our military’s unity of effort to leverage changes in the fight more
seamlessly,” noted General Thomas.
Leading off a slate of insightful features from an unmanned air perspective, U.S. Air
Force small unmanned aerial systems (SUAS) serve as organic Intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance (ISR), targeting, and communications relay for the Air Force Special
Operations (AFSOC) community, allowing units to operate more independently and with a
lower risk of compromise from a target. On the general aviation front, the U.S. Army Special
Operations Aviation Command (ARSOAC) is responsible for organizing, manning, training,
equipping, and resourcing Army Special Operations Aviation units. BG John Evans, ARSOAC
Commanding General tells readers in an exclusive to A&M that he must ensure that each
unit within the command has the resources, manpower and equipment to meet and exceed
mission expectations, not to mention the same for ARSOAC’s 160th Special Operations
Aviation Regiment (SOAR). Further on air readiness, A&M had the opportunity to speak with
BG Paul Cravey, Director, U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) Capabilities
Manager for Reconnaissance and Attack (TCM RA) manned and unmanned aviation
development. TCM RA develops and manages doctrine, organization, training, material,
leadership and education, personnel, facilities and policy solution sets in support of the Army
Aviation Lethality Strategy.
On the upgrades front, SOCOM’s next iteration of its Chinook program, the MH-47G, has
two critical and concurrent efforts that will maintain SOCOM’s heavy-assault rotary wing lift
capability. These efforts are the Block 2.3 upgrade and the Renew programs. The Block 2.3
upgrade program procures, integrates, and installs new and improved capabilities including
electrical systems improvements and improved operator seats.
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UNMANNED SUSTAINMENT SMALL UAS INTEGRATION

SMALL PACKAGE, BIG MISSION CRITICAL
The U.S. Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC),
Hurlburt Field, FL, is the lead command for the readiness
and sustainment of U.S. Air Force Small Unmanned Air
Systems (SUAS).
By Kevin Hunter, A&M Editor

A Special Ops Weather Team member trains with Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems at Hurlburt Field. (AFSOC)

The U.S. Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC) is
constantly assessing the current inventory of Small Unmanned Air
Systems (SUAS), drafting policy to ensure operational readiness, and
looking ahead to meet future challenges. While there are a variety
of SUAS operators (SUAS-Os) within the USAF and AFSOC, Special
Operations Forces (SOF) operators are a special breed due to the
complexity of their mission requirements and need for specialized
solutions. AFSOC leadership works continually to advance its SOF
SUAS inventory to meet current threats, as well as, provide training that
prepares operators to go from schoolhouse to battlefield. SOF, like many
other SUAS operators, attend Initial Qualification Training (IQT). This
specialized 2-week course rapidly trains individuals of any skill level
to highly-qualified SUAS operators, capable of per forming a variety of
mission sets in support of their units.
The objective of AFSOC’s SUAS IQT program is to train SUAS-Os to
operate a specific SUAS proficiently, and to expose all operators to basic
tools they can use to support their unit’s mission, from basic techniques,
like orbiting a target with fixed cameras either from a manual or
autonomous mode of flight, to advanced techniques, such as mobile
operations, handoffs, and area reconnaissance on stationary or moving
targets. Once operators complete the course, they are upgraded from
Basic Aircraft Qualified (BAQ) to Mission Ready (MR) status; building on
basic skills and developing new skills, specific to the unit’s mission. MR
training may be limited due to the autonomous nature of basic cameraonly platforms, or rigorous for systems with advanced capabilities and
manual controls. With limited manpower and an increasing operational
tempo, SUAS have proven to provide unparalleled real-time situational
awareness for operators and their leadership. SUAS serve as organic
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR), targeting, and
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communications relay and for the AFSOC community, allowing units to
operate more independently and with a lower risk of target compromise.

CONVENTIONAL SUPPORT INDEPENDENT
AFSOC’s A3OU Unmanned Systems Operations Branch (USOB) carries
out Air Force command oversight of small unmanned aircraft systems
(SUAS) groups 1 through 3 (Raven/Shadow types) and USSOCOM duties
as lead component for unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) integration for
groups 1 through 5 (Predator/Reaper types). In-addition, A3OU develops,
processes, and manages over 100 Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Certificates of Waiver or Authorization that permit UAS operations in the
United States National Airspace System.
SUAS serves as organic Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (ISR), targeting, and communications relay for the
AFSOC community, allowing units to operate more independently and
with a lower risk of compromise from a target. Specifics that define
“organic” and how that enables more “immunity” from enemy eyes are
at the forefront of AFSOC SUAS initiatives.
“The ‘organic’ nature comes from the ability of a unit or small squad
to conduct their own ISR without the need for conventional assets,
such as reconnaissance aircraft or satellite imagery,” said Mr. Jeffrey
S. Golliver, Chief, A3OU/USOB. “The ‘immunity’ comes from the ability
of SUAS to be launched from several miles away to observe a target,
keeping the operators out of harm’s way. Thus, if a small squad was
in need of target imagery they have the capability to launch their own
asset to get any needed information immediately; this vs the traditional
method of risking detection by enemy forces by physically encroaching
upon a target to conduction ISR,” Golliver added.
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As there are a variety of SUAS operators (SUAS-Os) within the USAF
and AFSOC, SOF operators are of special focus due to the complexity
of their mission requirements and need for specialized solutions. Ways
that AFSOC-specific UAS mission requirements differentiate from
conventional operations are critical to SOF operations.
“One particular mission requirement that garnered a specialized
solution for SOF was the need for waterproof SUAS,” noted Golliver.
“The requirement was met with the introduction of the RQ-20 Puma AE
and later RQ-12 Wasp AE; AE – All Environment.”
SOF operators sometimes conduct missions in wet environments
and these SUAS allow them to continue to do so without the worry of
keeping the system or components dry. “An additional SOF requirement
was the need for rucksack-portable systems, e.g. systems that could
be folded up and placed in a rucksack for easy transportation,”
indicated Golliver. “The RQ-12 meets this requirement, weighing in at
1.3kg, it is easily transportable and breaks down for compact storage.”

OPERATOR-LEVEL READINESS
In terms of training, particularly Initial Qualification Training (IQT)
near Hurlburt Field, FL, specifics that define SOF readiness for general
UAS/SUAS handling i.e. current priorities for in theater operations, are
subtle but important.
“Great effort has been taken to ensure AFSOC’s SUAS IQT courses
prepare SUAS-Operators (SUAS-Os) for the challenges they will face

during theater operations,” said Golliver. “The SOF mission is, in fact, the
model from which the course has been built, opting to train our operators
to the highest level in lieu of a need to prepare each user to a different
standard depending on the SUAS mission, “remarked Golliver. “That said,
a Security Forces Airman attending the course will have the same quality
IQT training as that of our SOF operators.” Training itself covers expected
basics like ISR and vehicle following, to more advanced concepts such
as operating from a mobile vehicle while flying SUAS, conducting
operations in a noise sensitive environment, and single-operator flying
for systems that normal require two operators.

ONGOING SUSTAINMENT
“AFSOC SUAS operators face a variety of challenges while downrange
and maintenance of the systems is a critical factor in the success of
flight operations,” said Golliver. “There are no dedicated maintenance
personnel to repair damaged SUAS, instead the operators have the
responsibility of fixing and maintaining the aircraft.” To accomplish
this, the system usually has an accompanying field repair kit (FRK) that
contains a variety of parts and tools the operator can utilize to make
repairs. Systems typically include a section in the operator’s manual that
direct the operator on how to repair commonly damaged components.
For repairs that cannot be made using the FRK, units have the ability to
simply mail replacements to deployed users, an advantage not shared
by larger ISR platforms.”
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KEEPING SOF AIR
FLYING HIGH
BG John R. Evans, Jr. received his Army commission in 1988
as a Distinguished Military Graduate from Appalachian State
University in Boone, NC.
After attendance at the Aviation Officer Basic Course, he
was assigned as an Apache Platoon Leader in C/1-82nd Aviation
Battalion, 82nd Airborne Division, Ft Bragg, NC. BG Evans served
as an Attack Platoon Leader in Desert Shield/Desert Storm from
August 1990 to April 1991. Upon his return, he served as an
Assistant S-3 in 1-82nd Aviation Battalion and Regimental Aviation Liaison Officer to the 504th Parachute
Infantry Regiment. BG Evans commanded B Co, 3-229th
Attack Helicopter Battalion at Ft Bragg, NC from May 1993 to
May 1995. He assessed and was assigned to 1/160th Special
Operations Aviation Regiment (SOAR) in 1995 and served as the
Battalion Flight Ops Officer, A Co Assault Platoon Leader and A
Co Ops Officer. After completion of the Command and General
Staff College at Ft Leavenworth, KS, he returned to the 160th to
assume command of A Co, 1/160th in June 2000. After command
he became the 1/160th Ops Officer in 2002 and the 160th SOAR
RS-3 in 2003. BG Evans assumed command of 2/160th SOAR in
June 2006. Then in August 2008, he assumed command of the
Regiment Operational Assessment Element followed by duties as
the Regimental DCO in 2009. BG Evans has served multiple combat tours as a Special Operations Aviation Battalion Task Force
Commander in support of OEF in Afghanistan and OIF in Iraq.
BG Evans served as the DCO of the CFSOCC-A from July 2011 to
July 2012 in Kabul Afghanistan. From July 2012 to June 2014, he
commanded the 160th SOAR. He then served as a Chief of Staff
of the Army Senior Fellow in 2014 at The Brookings Institution.
BG Evans’ most recent assignment was Deputy Commanding
General-Support, 2nd Infantry Division/ROK-US Combined Division, Republic of Korea.
BG Evans is a graduate of the Armor Advanced Course, the
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College and the U.S. Naval
War College. He holds a Master of Arts in Adult Education from
Kansas State University, and a Master of Arts in National Security
and Strategic Studies from the U.S. Naval War College. BG Evans
awards and decorations include: the Defense Superior Service
Medal, Legion of Merit with one oak leaf cluster, Bronze Star
with V device and two oak leaf clusters, Air Medal with V device,
Air Medal, Combat Action Badge, Master Aviator Badge, Master
Parachutist Badge, and the Air Assault Badge.
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BG John R. Evans, Jr.
Commanding General
U.S. Army Special Operations Aviation Command
(ARSOAC)
Armor & Mobility spoke recently with BG John Evans, Commanding
General, U.S. Army Special Operations Aviation Command (ARSOAC)
regarding current initiatives and optempo in addressing the aviation
needs of Army and Joint Special Operations Forces.
A&M: Could you please speak to your role as Commanding General,
Army Special Operations Aviation Command?
BG Evans: It is humbling to return to the Special Operations Aviation
(SOA) enterprise as the Commander of the ARSOAC. Our headquarters
is principally responsible for organizing, manning, training, equipping,
and resourcing Army Special Operations Aviation units. In addition, the
ARSOAC serves as the office of primary responsibility for all matters
aviation within U.S. Army Special Operations Command (USASOC).
The ARSOAC team seeks to ensure each unit within the command
has the resources, manpower and equipment to meet and exceed
mission expectations. I empower the ARSOAC’s operational arm, the
160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment, while synchronizing
programming and force generation efforts that enable the world’s
premiere Special Operations Aviation capability.
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Missiles are fired from a UH-60 Blackhawk during a training exercise. Training is conducted to ensure the proficiency and precision of pilots during operations. (U.S. Army photo)

A&M: What are some key focus areas that ARSOAC is addressing in
regards to unit readiness?
BG Evans: Our focus is people. After 16 years of sustained combat
against Violent Extremist Organizations (VEOs) around the world,
readiness has never been more important or more tenuous than it is at
present. Fiscal uncertainty threatens our ability to sustain OPTEMPO
and prepare for the next fight. Like the rest of the Army, we must be
ready to meet nation state and transnational threats in an increasingly

dangerous security environment. The cornerstone of our unit readiness
begins with Soldiers who are specially recruited, assessed, selected,
trained and equipped. We invest heavily in the training of our force
to promote resiliency and expertise with partner forces around the
world. By our very nature we are low density but experience high
demand from the Global Combatant Commanders. ARSOAC Soldiers
receive extensive individual and collective training prior to assuming
their duties. Our aircrew members in some instances train for over a
year before they are qualified to support the world’s most elite special
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Pilots from the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment (Airborne) land AH-6 Littlebirds
during a training exercise. Pilots often team up with ground forces to conduct more
realistic training in different environments. (U.S. Army photo)

operations units in one of our line companies. Additionally, we have
increased our capacity and capability to build and enhance partner
aviation forces around the world. Our trainers are uniquely suited
and situated to take advantage of the special operations indigenous
approach to enhance the rotary wing capability of our many allies and
partners. Where and when we can make those partners more capable
it reduces the support burden on Army Aviation across the spectrum
– that’s good for all of us in the current high OPTEMPO environment.
While we take pride in employing the most advanced helicopters and
unmanned aerial systems in the world, the focus now and always is –
people.
A&M: How is ARSOAC focusing on opportunities to advance capabilities
fielding in terms of partnering in a Joint, Multi-Domain environment?
BG Evans: Special Operations Forces (SOF) are inherently joint and
multi-domain in their approach. The ARSOAC possesses organic
materiel development and systems integration capability that is unique
in Army Aviation. Our ability to leverage conventional force and special
operations funding coupled with unique acquisition authorities allows
us to bring capability to bear faster and with greater precision than
conventional forces. We still rely heavily on the greater Army and
Army Aviation programming community for advancing our capability
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requirements, but we endeavor to “give back” our gains when we fill
gaps with new technology. Our close ties and habitual relationships
with other members of the joint special operations force enable us to
leverage years of experience in traditionally “non-Army” domains like
Maritime with our Navy and Marine SOF partners, and Space and Air
with our Air Force SOF partners. We are practiced at synchronizing
our operations in those domains and now work increasingly to include
Cyber through initiatives such as Airborne Mission Networking and
expeditionary reachback maintenance. Critical to our capability growth
is the necessity to remain nested with the Army Operating Concept,
emerging Army Multi-Domain battle doctrine and US Special Operations
Command (USSOCOM) 2035 Capstone documents while promoting and
providing aviation support across the Joint force through the use of the
four US Army Special Operations Command (USASOC) strategic value
propositions: 1) the indigenous approach, 2) precision targeting, 3)
developing understanding and wielding influence, and 4) crisis response.
A&M: Discuss any Joint Interoperability across Special Operations
Command in both manned and unmanned systems and how ARSOAC
may be cooperating with them.
BG Evans: USASOC Strategy 2035 and our own ARSOA 2035 documents
describe how the force is moving forward to obtain next generation
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industry briefs to allow vendors, large and small, to present aviation
related solutions that reduce pilot workload, enhance survivability,
strengthen logistics processes and simplify mission command. We
feel this is critical to stay abreast of those advancing technologies
that will ensure our comparative advantage against our adversaries
in the future.
A&M: What are any other goals/challenges you are addressing going
forward.

Brig. Gen. John Evans, U.S. Army Special Operations Aviation Command (Airborne)
Commanding General, speaks to a group of Soldiers and civilian contractors during a
ceremony in Lexington, Kentucky. (U.S. Army photo)

unmanned aerial systems that provide longer operational range,
beyond line of sight capabilities, and can be launched/recovered by
forward SOF teams. UAS technologies are advancing rapidly and
ARSOAC assumes a lead role in partnering with the other USSOCOM
components to answer SOF operator requirements in the field.
ARSOAC’s Systems Integration Management Office (SIMO) works
hand in hand with adjacent USSOCOM Research and Development
directorates to explore capabilities and rapidly transition innovative
solutions into fielded technologies. These fielded technologies often
begin in the SOF realm, but we work to rapidly share them with
conventional forces across the services where we see value. ARSOAC
systems and crews do not currently conduct Manned/Unmanned
Teaming (MUM-T) in the same way general purpose aviation forces
do, but we closely synchronize our assets with a myriad of joint
enablers to ensure intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR)
requirements are met for our supported special operations forces.
A&M: From an industry partnering perspective, how is ARSOAC working
to partner with industry to better facilitate concept to field outcomes?
BG Evans: We rely heavily on industry to fill capability gaps and
enhance current capability as threats evolve. One notable example
is our cooperation with the Army and other services on the Future
Vertical Lift (FVL) program. Since the Army is the Department of
Defense (DoD) lead agency for FVL, we are actively engaged in
providing industry input for SOF requirements. Our SOA operators
provide feedback to SIMO on what capabilities we would like to see
in this new program. SIMO in turn works closely with industry and
the programming office to guide the development process. FVL must
be centered on the ground force commander’s tactical needs in the
terminal area. It is imperative we do not sacrifice its helicopter-like
maneuverability and agility for speed and endurance. We are actively
partnering with the United States Army Aviation Center of Excellence
(USAACE) and the Aviation Program Executive Office (PEO Aviation) to
ensure SOF mission requirements are addressed in the FVL family of
vehicles. In addition to our work on FVL, the ARSOAC routinely hosts
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BG Evans: The current and projected shortage of rotary wing pilots
in Army Aviation is also a concern for the ARSOAC. Our mission
requirements are not diminishing so it is imperative that we recruit
committed, capable, and trainable pilots and crew members to join
our ranks. Army Aviation’s missions are challenging, diverse and
enduring. We are looking for those officers who want to take on a
different mission role and are seeking new challenges. The ARSOAC
offers a rigorous training program that empowers aviators to operate
across the spectrum of conflict in all environments. Our adversaries
are unrelenting, and the future almost certainly holds challenges as
tough as or tougher than those we have already faced. The ARSOAC
continues to be a critical capability in the menu of options our national
and theater special operations components can bring to bear on the
enemy in support SOF across the Joint and Coalition teams.
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LEVERAGING GLOBAL JOINT
ASSETS FOR PROACTIVE
THREAT DEFEAT
General Raymond A. Thomas III currently serves as the 11th
Commander of U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM)
headquartered at MacDill Air Force Base, Fla.
Prior to assuming command of USSOCOM, Gen. Thomas
served as Commander, Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC),
Fort Bragg, N.C.
GEN Thomas’ other assignments as a general officer include:
Associate Director for Military Affairs at the Central Intelligence
Agency; Commanding General, NATO Special Operations Component Command – Afghanistan; Deputy Commanding General,
JSOC; Deputy Director for Special Operations, The Joint Staff in
the Pentagon; Assistant Division Commander, 1st Armor Division
in Iraq; and Assistant Commanding General, JSOC.
Prior to being promoted to brigadier general, Gen. Thomas also
served as the JSOC Chief of Staff and Director of Operations. His
other formative and key, joint and special operations assignments
include: Commander, Joint Task Force – Bravo, Soto Cano, Honduras; Commander, 1st Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, Savannah,
Ga.; and Commander, B Squadron, 1st Special Forces Operational
Detachment – Delta, Fort Bragg, N.C.
He is a graduate of the US Army War College, Carlisle, Penn.,
and the Naval Command and Staff College, Newport, R.I.
Gen. Thomas is a native of Philadelphia, Pa. He attended the
United States Military Academy at West Point, N.Y., and was commissioned an infantry second lieutenant upon graduation in 1980.
A&M: In light of continuing global regional conflicts creating potential
“avenues of action” by ISIS/ISIS-inspired groups/individuals, how
do you see USSOCOM’s role under a new U.S. Administration being
redefined to better protect U.S. interests?
GEN Thomas: U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) elements
are well placed to address the threats posed by Islamic State in Iraq
and Syria (ISIS) and other like-minded organizations, primarily by
working by, with, and, through our international partners and with the
Interagency to support the Geographic Combatant Commands (GCCs).
The training, advice and assistance our forces provide to key countries
at risk helps to mitigate, disrupt and prevent threats before they reach
the homeland.
Under Chairman Dunford’s leadership, USSOCOM was designated
the Department of Defense (DoD) Coordinating Authority for Countering Transregional Terrorist Organizations (CTTO). As the DoD Coordinating Authority, USSOCOM looks across all of the GCCs in order to
improve timeliness and to develop a robust range of options for U.S.
leadership in the fight to defeat ISIS. Specifically, we developed a
global assessment program which is intended to enable DoD to seize
emerging opportunities and address challenges with every GCC commander simultaneously. This approach continues to enhance our mili-
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General Raymond Thomas III
Commander
U.S. Special Operations Command
(USSOCOM)
tary’s unity of effort to leverage changes in the fight more seamlessly.
I anticipate this approach continuing under President Trump and
his team, with a renewed emphasis on ensuring we have the right tools
and resources we need to fight effectively. Timely and accurate intelligence is key to making this approach work, and, therefore, requires
a network of partners sharing information across systems that can
process and act on it quickly.
Ultimately, we want to defeat ISIS, al Qaeda, and other extremist
groups to protect our homeland. Taking the fight to them impedes
their ability to maintain sanctuaries for training and launching attacks
against us. This networked approach will require long-term vigilance
with key indigenous partners on the ground leading the charge as well
as a focused effort to address the flow of money, people and ideology
that fuel groups like ISIS.
A&M: What can you tell us about USSOCOM’s newly re-defined role in
supporting a U.S.-led initiative to counter the proliferation of WMDs?
GEN Thomas: On August 5, 2016, the President approved draft Unified
Command Plan (UCP) language for a Countering Weapons of Mass
Destruction (CWMD) global mission transfer from U.S. Strategic
Command (USSTRATCOM) to U.S. Special Operations (USSOCOM).
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The new UCP language states that the Commander, USSOCOM is
responsible for synchronizing the planning of DoD CWMD efforts in
support of other combatant commands, Departmental priorities, and as
directed other U.S. Government (USG) agencies in support of the DoD
CWMD strategy. Pursuant to the President’s approval, the Secretary
of Defense (SecDef) transferred DoD WMD Synchronization Authority
responsibilities from the Commander USSTRATCOM to the Commander
USSOCOM on January 9, 2017.
USSOCOM already maintains special operations CWMD-specific
roles, responsibilities, and capabilities. Those capabilities are made
available for employment by the GCCs as directed by the Sec Def. This
new role as DoD’s synchronizer for CWMD plans broadens USSOCOM’s
scope of responsibility, in addition to our continuing SOF-specific CWMD
role.
As the command grows into its new responsibilities, it will maintain
the current efforts established by USSTRATCOM. However, as we move
forward, USSOCOM will, on behalf of DoD, publish a new active global
campaign plan. The new campaign plan’s intent will be to provide a
comprehensive, transregional approach that is problem-focused versus
regionally-focused -- an approach that not only enhances DoD’s efforts
but supports all USG activities across the CWMD activity continuum.
USSOCOM will ensure department-wide situational awareness of CWMD
issues; recommend CWMD priorities for DoD; with Office of the Secretary
of Defense and the Joint staff, facilitate coordination between DOD and
our interagency/intelligence community partners; and, with the GCCs,
integrate international allies and partners into CWMD planning efforts.

CTC_A&M_March17.indd 1
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Over the years, we’ve learned a regularly scheduled synchronization process -- AKA a “battle rhythm” -- allows us to seize the initiative,
reinforce success, avert failure, and prepare for contingencies. Our
methodology for maintaining an active CWMD global campaign plan
is through a transregional synchronization. The semi-annual process
contains four phases: execute, assess, evaluate & recommend, and
decide. The process starts with the Geographic Combatant Commands.
They implement DoD’s CWMD global campaign plan. The GCCs are
responsible for developing “problem focused” plans, managing intelligence requirements, executing operations, and assessing them. Using
the GCCs’ assessments, USSOCOM will formulate an overall assessment
that provides recommendations to shape priorities, enhance activities,
inform policy, and allocate resources to further campaign objectives.
Our process runs in parallel with other USG and partner nation CWMD
efforts. We see interagency, intelligence community, and partner nation
participation as essential.
Assuming this new role will involve some temporary risk; the transfer
of funding and manpower, hiring of new personnel, and building a network of partners takes time. However, since we are building on the solid
foundation provided by USSTRATCOM, as well at leveraging our functional and historical global SOF network, we are confident in our ability
to get after this transregional threat quickly and effectively.
A&M: From Joint SOF and SOF partnering perspectives, can you discuss
ways USSOCOM is supporting a greater focus on interoperability within
U.S. and allied-led operations?
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Between J3-I, SOLOs, and the TSOCs USSOCOM
has direct access to over 30 nations on a continuous
basis. Since SOF cannot be massed produced, it is
vitally important that we work through and with our
partners, providing them with every opportunity to
improve our ability to operate as a team anywhere, at
any time.
A&M: From an industry partnering perspective, how
is USSOCOM working to partner with industry to
better facilitate efforts to increase mission positive
outcomes?
GEN Thomas: We have several pathways to partner
with industry to discover and transition new
technologies to support SOF. Many of our interactions
and events with industry partners are held at a venue
called SOFWERX. SOFWREX is an unclassified, opencollaboration facility located in downtown Tampa
designed to bring non-traditional partners from
industry, academia, and the government together
to work on USSOCOM’s most challenging problems.
Gen. Raymond A. (Tony) Thomas speaking at the new Joint Special Operations University building dedication (SOCOM) At SOFWERX we conduct Capability Collaboration
Events (CCEs), technology sprints, Rapid Prototyping
Events
(RPEs),
and other events with Government, academia, and
GEN Thomas: One of the attributes my predecessors developed and
innovators in the commercial marketplace.
cultivated was a global network of SOF partners. My focus since
Another practice we use to partner with industry is our Technical
taking command has been on continuing to “operationalize” that
Experimentation (TE) events. We invite technology providers to bring
network and to identify how we work together on specific problem
their works in progress to our hosted events three to four times per
sets, based on common national interests. That network won’t work if
year. Each event has a SOF specific theme, and we bring operators
we cannot operate effectively with our partners. We are not starting
who assess the technology and provide feedback to the technology
from scratch to solve the interoperability problem. NATO’s Special
provider which helps them to improve their products. TEs provide a
Operations Headquarters in Mons, Belgium, has made great strides
win-win environment because technology providers can get insight
toward improving interoperability by establishing a common coalition
into what’s important to the user early in the development cycle. We
SOF doctrine, which is relevant even outside of the 28-nation construct.
get to see technology early on and often identify additional use-cases
One key to interoperability is understanding where and how counthat haven’t been considered by the developer. We also see quite a bit
tries are employing their scarce SOF resources. We do this through
of what we call “ad-hoc” experiments. “Ad hoc” experiments happen
development of a global Common Operating Picture. Three Key elewhen two or more technology developers combine their efforts and
ments that help us maintain that global Common Operating Picture
either fix a problem within their product or add a capability they hadn’t
are the Special Operations Liaison Officers (SOLOs), our J3-Internation
thought of before coming to TE.
(J3-I) and the Theater Special Operations Commands (TSOCs).
SOF Acquisition, Technology and Logistics (AT&L) also has a
Recognizing that humans are more important than hardware,
Director of Small Business who provides guidance and information
particularly where it comes to interoperability, we have established
to our industry and commercial partners on how to do business with
SOLOs with many of our key SOF partners. SOLOs work as part of the
USSOCOM. This office should be one of a small business’ first conUS embassy country team in direct support of the host nation’s SOF
tacts when initiating communication with USSOCOM.
development.
The Technology & Industry Liaison Office (TILO) is a conduit to
In 2014, we established an international coordination center at
present information on capabilities to the various USSOCOM ProUSSOCOM, the J3-I. USSOCOM currently hosts SOF representatives
gram Executive Offices, directorates and others responsible for the
from 19 nations in J3-I, and it provides us with a unique capability
research and development, acquisition, production, and sustainment
to tackle interoperability challenges by directly involving the partner
of USSOCOM equipment.
nations. For example, this year we are partnering with the Joint Staff
Lastly, we hold the Special Operations Forces Industry Conference
J6 in their Bold Quest capability demonstration, to look at specific air(SOFIC) annually in Tampa. SOFIC provides networking opportunities,
to-ground and coalition ISR problems that occur when working across
demonstrations and exhibits of SOF equipment exhibitions and the
different security domains. Also, J3-I partner nation representatives
opportunity to hear from senior SOF leaders, acquisition professional
directly support pre-mission training for Combined Joint Special Operaand experts from across the command. SOFIC also provides a venue
tions Task Force staffs deploying to Iraq, Afghanistan, and Syria, to
for us to get to know our industry partners better and forum for the
ensure coalition SOF planning and operational considerations are built
SOF community to come together to network, strategize, discuss and
into those organizations.
share information.
The TSOCs are our regional, operational headquarters that are
under the command and control of the GCCs.
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Gen. Thomas meets Special Warfare Combatant Craft Crewmen while visiting the Naval Small Craft Instruction and Technical Training School at Stennis Space Center, MS. (SOCOM)

A&M: Feel free to speak to other challenges USSOCOM is addressing
going forward.
Presents:

Delivering Technological
Overmatch and Distributed
Lethality to the Warﬁghter
Pre Conference Focus Day: June 26, 2017
Main Conference: June 27-28, 2017
Washington, D.C.

GEN Thomas: USSOCOM and SOF has never been more relevant to the
current and enduring threats to our national security and have never
been more in need of transformational efforts to keep us ahead of
emerging security threats.
USSOCOM’s role spans all of the security challenges outlined in
the National Military Strategy. As a combatant command with a global
focus and the force provider of SOF, USSOCOM plays a major supporting role in every theater. The command’s expansive role requires us to
embrace innovation and transformation so we can quickly evolve and
adapt to keep pace with the rapidly changing security environment.
We are constantly seeking out technological solutions for improvements in ISR, cyber, mobility, survivability, command and control,
power and energy, and human performance to name a few. But we
are dependent on others to help us successfully meet the challenges
of innovation and transformation. We are dependent on the Services
to develop major platforms so we can rapidly modify those platforms
to meet SOF requirements, and we are dependent on industry and
academia to lead the way in finding technological solutions we need.
Finding the right technologies to help us innovate and transform is
only the first step and not the most important.
The most important step is when we put those innovative solutions
into the hands of our over 70,000 USSOCOM teammates to empower
them to solve problems and overcome obstacles. With the quality of
people we have and their commitment to excellence and the nation’s
security, I am confident we will continue to be successful in meeting
the challenges of the future.
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SOF LOGISTICS STREAMLINING JOINT PARTNERING

FACILITATING SEAMLESS OPERATIONS

United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) J4 (Director of Logistics) Headquarters,
USSOCOM, MacDill AFB, Tampa, FL, handles major USSOCOM-led or -assisted logistics initiatives
in support of global SOF operations.

CLB-26 enhances logistic capabilities
A MV-22B Osprey hovers over a landing zone while a helicopter support team attaches a load to the helicopter during an external lift exercise at Camp Lejeune, N.C. External lifts provide
a fast, effective way to move cargo and other heavy equipment, increasing the logistic capabilities of ground elements. The helicopter support team Marines are with Combat Logistics
Battalion 26. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by Lance Cpl. Damarko Bones)

forward-stage SOF equipment so our forces are able to quickly react to
emerging situations.”
Together with the Joint Staff (JS) J4, USSOCOM SOF AT&L J4 initiated
and led the Trans-Regional Synchronization Forum-Logistics (TRSF-L) to
assess logistics capability across theaters as coordinating authority. As
the 2015 Joint Concept for Logistics states, “The challenge for future
joint logistics is to adequately support globally integrated operations.”
To do this, the JS J4 is emphasizing Globally Integrated Logistics,
which allocates and adjudicates logistics support on a global scale to
maximize effectiveness and responsiveness. “The TRSF-L assessments
provide the JS J4 a product to assess global logistics support,” remarked
Allen. “The assessments feed into USSOCOM’s TRSF and provide the
JS J4 a logistics assessment for the Joint Logistics Estimate and the
Chairman’s Risk Assessment. The TRSF-L assessments also provide
an avenue for input to the Chairman’s readiness evaluations,” he added.

The J4 balances service-like responsibilities of Special Operations
Forces (SOF)-peculiar issues with the operational emphasis of support
to SOF operations. USSOCOM SOF Acquisition, Technology & Logistics
(AT&L) J4 is organized into five divisions, to align with the USSOCOM
commander’s priorities. J41 works supply chain management and
inventory matters. They work closely with Special Operations Support
Forward Activity in Lexington, KY, to ensure global SOF are getting what
they need when they need it.
The Acquisition Logistics divisions, J42, matrixes logisticians into
each SOF AT&L Program Executive Office to ensure sustainment issues
are addressed throughout the life-cycle of an item. These two divisions
operate more on the service-like side of the SOCOM headquarters, and
the remaining three are more in line with a more traditional combatant
command. “J43 is our operational division, with theater logistics
operations officers that are assigned a region and are proactively
engaged in solving logistics challenges with our sub-unified commands,”
Allen indicated.
J4 also synchronizes core logistics issues, such as property book
and munitions, with Service Components and TSOCs. J45
is the Strategic Logistics division that bridges the gap
between the Joint Staff, Services and SOCOM headquarters,
influencing doctrine and policy.

TARGETED SERVICE SUPPORT

OP TEMPO SUSTAINMENT
USSOCOM SOF AT&L J4 has recently facilitated multiple
significant logistics initiatives through the associated
Theater Special Operations Command (TSOC) J4s assisting
them with access to functional command support.
“We worked closely with AFRICOM, Special Operations
Command-Africa (SOCAF), and TRANSCOM to leverage their unique
knowledge and contracting capability to establish an Indefinite-delivery/
indefinite quantity (IDIQ) contract for transportation serving forces
deployed to Africa,” said COL Steven L. Allen, J4. “This is an area of the
world where highways are few and far between and the commercial
transportation available is unreliable or flies direct to Europe to make
a connection back to the country of interest.” The contract includes
regularly scheduled flights between key locations but also allows for
the scheduling of flights for specific missions. “Additionally, we have
coordinated throughout multiple geographic areas of responsibility to
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Another area of focus for the USSOCOM SOF AT&L J4
is Service support to SOF. Most special operations require
non-SOF support, so SOF is able to sustain operations
for 15 days before it is necessary for service logistics to
provide common user logistics and base operating support.
“We have been working hard to educate new and
up and coming logistics leadership on this concept,”
emphasized Allen. “In conjunction with the Center for
Strategic Logistics, the Joint Logistics Course at Army
Logistics University, we added in a block of instruction on
SOF logistics.”
Additionally, J4 has worked closely with USSOCOM J7
to integrate SOF logistics into Geographic Combatant Command (GCC)
ellipse exercises. “Engagements with service and GCC leadership have
also been key components to ensuring the joint logistics enterprise
works together for support to SOF operations, which ultimately enhance
each GCC’s mission set,” noted Allen. “We meet monthly with the TSOCs
and SOF Service components to solve global logistics challenges. In
J4, we have to understand the tactical situation to influence at the
operational and strategic levels, aggregating information on global
SOF sustainment nodes and ensuring we are prepared to synchronize
support to SOF as expeditiously as possible.”
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NEXT-GEN ROTARY WING MH-47G CHINOOK

NEXT-LEVEL VERTICAL LIFT

U.S. SOCOM is putting emphasis on efforts to complete modifications to its proven next-generation
rotary wing workhorse.
By Christian Sheehy, A&M Managing Editor

An MH-47 Chinook in flight (USSOCOM)

Airborne Mission Networking,. The Mission Processor
The MH-47G program has two critical and concurrent
Upgrades program replaces older avionics and
efforts that will maintain U.S. Special Operations
improves software to keep pace with evolving Global
Command’s heavy-assault rotary wing lift capability.
Air Traffic Management requirements and SOF mission
These two main efforts are the Block 2.3 upgrade and
requirements; and addresses component obsolescence.
the Renew programs. The Block 2.3 upgrade program
The Airborne Mission Networking program provides
procures, integrates, and installs new and improved
supported operators and aircrews with the ability to
capabilities including electrical systems improvements
send and receive mission critical data to tactical and
and improved operator seats. This upgrade also restores
Mr. Don Reedy
operational nodes in the battlespace. “We continue to
payload by optimizing the currently fielded airframe
Dep. PEO, PEO RW
look at smaller, lighter and more reliable communication
and mission equipment. The Renew program, in close
systems that provide greater capability to maintain
collaboration with the U.S. Army’s CH-47F Block II effort,
our comparative advantage in the current and future combat
replaces our MH-47G legacy airframes with newly built machined
environment,” said Mr. Donald (Don) Reedy, Deputy PEO, Program
airframes incorporating emerging technologies to maintain readiness
Executive Office Rotary Wing (PEO RW), HQ U.S. Special Operations
and sustain the heavy-assault rotary wing capability for the next
Command (USSOCOM).
20-30 years. The first Renew aircraft are projected for delivery in
FY20.
Program Executive Office Rotary Wing (PEO RW) is presently
TACKLING ADVERSE CONDITION CHALLENGES
supporting two important MH-47 programs involving improved
communications and navigation: Mission Processor Upgrades and
”We have several on-going programs that will enhance aircraft
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survivability, avionics, navigation, and sensors systems,” remarked
Reedy. Two of these programs are the Degraded Visual Environment
(DVE) and Silent Knight Radar (SKR) programs. The DVE program
fuses information from aircraft sensors with terrain elevation data
to display real-time reference points, obstacles, and landing zone
information to the aviator for safe and reliable situational awareness
all the way to the ground. “The DVE solution will provide MH-47
and MH-60 aircrews with visual cues for obstacle avoidance during
all phases of flight and significantly increase crew and passenger
survivability, “noted Mr. Donald (Don) Reedy, Deputy PEO, PEO
RW, HQ U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM). “The DVE
program is currently in the development and qualification phase with
production starting in FY18. “The SKR program provides SOF with
common Terrain Following / Terrain Avoidance radar,” added Reedy.
The SKR program is scheduled to finish flight test and qualification
this year with full rate production planned in FY18.

PROTECTION LEVEL
In terms of protection packaging, the MH-47G benefits from a
fielded, advanced lightweight armor protection system. “The Aircraft
Occupant Ballistic Protection System meets current protection
requirements,” remarked Reedy. “However, we are always looking
at ways we can reduce weight while maintaining the same level of
protection with emerging technologies.

INTEGRATION AND SUSTAINMENT
The MH-47G Renew program, in collaboration with the Army’s CH-47F
Block II effort, will replace the majority of MH-47G legacy airframes with
newly built machined airframes incorporating emerging technologies
to maintain mission effectiveness. These new machined airframes
will yield lower sustainment costs versus the aging legacy sheet metal
airframes. “Along with lower costs, we anticipate reduced aircraft
maintenance repair time and project higher operational availability rates
for the Renewed MH-47G fleet,” added Reedy.

CHALLENGES MOVING FORWARD
“Currently, our greatest challenge is starting the Renew program this
fiscal year (FY17) without an approved President’s Budget (PB),” noted
Reedy. “The MH-47G Renew program is a new start program, and under
a government continued resolution (CR), we are not able to initiate this
effort or obligate funds without an approved FY17 PB. Any further delay
past the current CR could potentially delay initial aircraft deliveries
scheduled to start in FY20.”
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SOF TECH MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
General Dynamics Information
Technology was recently awarded the
SOCOM Wide Mission Support (SWMS)
contract by the United States Special
Operations Command (USSOCOM).
The multiple-award, indefinite delivery,
indefinite quantity contract has a
maximum ceiling of $900 million over five
years.
General Dynamics will support
USSOCOM forces and staffs with technical

and management functions across
the globe. The company will provide
engineering and technical services for
major weapon systems, program technical
assistance, support systems requirements
and assist with production decisionmaking and program controls.
“General Dynamics Information
Technology will continue providing
responsive, highly knowledgeable and
professional support to meet the needs

ENHANCED MISSION COMPUTING
Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions has
announced further enhancements to its ultrasmall form factor (USFF) mission computer,
the Parvus® DuraCOR® 312. The rugged
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) subsystem
is designed for system integrators seeking
to deploy a powerful size, weight, and power
(SWaP) optimized mission computer for use
on air, land, and maritime platforms.
Weighing less than 2.0 lb in weight and
requiring less than 20 W of power, DuraCOR
312 incorporates ruggedization features that
extend the high-performance and powerefficient NVIDIA TX2 architecture beyond
factory-rated temperature ranges. This
enables the unit to perform reliably in extreme
environments, making it suited for on-board,
SWaP-sensitive, civil and military aircraft
and vehicle platforms, both autonomous
and manned, that require in-vehicle tactical
mission processing (server/computer) or
C4ISR technology.
The system delivers high-performance
embedded computing (HPEC) and generalpurpose graphics processing for computeintensive applications such as ISR/EW/
targeting systems and deep learning. DuraCOR
312 also offers system features for MILAero use, including 50 ms power hold-up
for MIL-STD-704F aircraft power switch-over
requirements, as well as high-speed NonVolatile Memory Express (NVMe) data storage,
removable SATA3 storage, and expansion
slots for avionics databus and other platformspecific I/O modules.
More info: curtiss-wright.com
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of the USSOCOM warfighter,” said Bernie
Guerry, senior vice president of General
Dynamics Information Technology’s
Intelligence Solutions division.
Work under the contract will be carried
out by ARMA Global, a subsidiary of
General Dynamics Information Technology
that supports the global missions of
Special Operations Forces.
More info: gdit.com

DLA ENERGY CONTRACT
Working with the Air Force Civil
Engineer Center and Vandenberg
Air Force Base, California, U.S.
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA)Energy recently awarded a contract
for a 28.2 megawatt on-site solar
energy production facility projecting
a significant cost savings of up to
35 percent of Vandenberg’s current
electricity load.
“We worked diligently with
Vandenberg’s project team, along with
the Air Force Civil Engineer Center, on
completing this complex acquisition
and we are excited to finally award
the contract,” said Cynthia Ralph,
DLA Energy Installation Energy
contracting officer. “These efforts
continue to expand our knowledge
and the depth and breadth of our
program.”
The solar energy production
facility will be installed on 129 acres
of Vandenberg’s land. This facility
will re-purpose a former housing
site located on abandoned land. In
addition, the project will be microgrid capable, allowing for energy
security enhancements to the Air
Force base in the future.
Once finished, the solar array
will provide approximately 54,500
megawatt hours of renewable
energy to the base annually. Instead
of having to appropriate millions
of dollars and resources to build
the solar energy production facility,

Vandenberg AFB will purchase the
electricity generated from the facility
under a 25-year renewable energy
supply agreement.
“The chosen business model
benefits the Air Force in its ability
to enter a long-term contract with
a third party thereby avoiding the
need to maintain and invest into
capital-intensive projects,” said Dick
Fillman, AFCEC renewable project
manager. “Combined with the energy
and environmental benefits, this is
a great project for the base and the
Air Force.”
Once the facility is operational,
it will reduce annual emissions of
carbon dioxide by approximately
38,000 metric tons, the equivalent of
removing 8,000 vehicles off the road.
Construction on the solar energy
production facility will begin in
spring 2017 with completion slated
for February 2018.
“The Air Force has made a big
investment in the future of energy
resilience by committing to this
project,” Ralph said. “This results in
a big win for the environment as
well as for Vandenberg AFB who
will be benefiting from a lower cost
of energy. It has been a pleasure
working with the Air Force’s team on
this project and we look forward to
our long-term partnership.”
More info: dla.mil
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SOCOM INFO OPS SUPPORT

UNMANNED AIR OPS CENTER

The United States Special Operations Command
(USSOCOM) under the SOCOM Wide Mission Support-A
(SWMS-A) Contract has awarded Fulcrum a three-year,
$850,000 task order in support of the J39-Military Information
Support Operations (MISO) Branch at USSOCOM headquarters.
Fulcrum subject matter experts (SMEs) will provide critical
manpower augmentation to the J39-Military Information
Support Operations (MISO) Branch across all organizational
functions. Fulcrum SMEs will support the client in all aspects
of the Senior Military Engagement Program, producing
complex analysis and providing overarching global MISO plan
and policy support as necessary. Fulcrum experts also create
actionable geospatial and statistical analysis in support of
MISO programs and objectives.
“We are proud to have Fulcrum subject matter experts
supporting the J39-MISO branch, and we continue to be
excited in growing our technical staff supporting SOCOM,” said
Fulcrum’s CEO, Jeff Handy. “We are excited with our successes
under SWMS-A, and are positioned to continue to grow this
important IDIQ in partnership with USSOCOM.”

Leidos, a global science and technology provider, has
announced its Remotely-Piloted Aircraft (RPA) Operations Center
(ROC) was recognized by the Martin H. Harris Chapter of the Air
Force Association (AFA) for outstanding current/future armed
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technology at a recent U.S. Air
Force (USAF) meeting in Orlando, FL.
The operations center was designated as a Jimmy Doolittle
Educational Fellow by the AFA. The Leidos ROC team completed
installation and achieved the first three-year full operational
capability for Air Force Special Operations Command’s Next
Generation RPA Operations Center at Cannon Air Force Base
using the National Institute of Standards and Technology Risk
Management Framework. This ROC design is the first RPA operation
center that validates USAF RPA requirements using industry
standard tools, USAF RPA command and control standards, and
commercial off-the-shelf/Government off-the-shelf equipment.
The ROC is the most advanced RPA operations center in the USAF,
and is the first fully virtualized ROC incorporating open standards
that allows for future growth with multi-level security and cross
domain capabilities.

More info: fulcrumapp.com

AIR-RECOVERABLE UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEMS
DARPA recently completed Phase 1 of its Gremlins program, which
envisions volleys of low-cost, reusable unmanned aerial systems
(UASs)—or “gremlins”—that could be launched and later retrieved in midair. Taking the program to its next stage, the Agency has now awarded
Phase 2 contracts to two teams, one led by Dynetics, Inc., Huntsville,
AL, and the other by General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc., San
Diego, CA.
The Phase 1 program showed the feasibility of airborne UAS launch
and recovery systems that would require minimal modification to the
host aircraft. Gremlins Phase 2 research seeks to mature two system
concepts to enable ‘aircraft carriers in the sky’ using air-recoverable
UASs that could carry various payloads—advances that would greatly
extend the range, flexibility, and affordability of UAS operations for the
U.S. military. Phase 3 goals include developing one full-scale technology
demonstration system and conducting flight demonstrations involving
airborne launch and recovery of multiple gremlins.
The gremlins’ expected lifetime of about 20 uses could provide
significant cost advantages over expendable unmanned systems by
reducing payload and airframe costs and by having lower mission and
maintenance costs than conventional manned platforms. Flight tests
are currently scheduled for the 2019 timeframe.
More info: darpa.mil
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More info: Leidos.com

SOF AIR RF
COUNTERMEASURES SUPPORT
The U.S. Air Force Life Cycle Management Center,
Robins Air Force Base, GA, recently announced a $67.7
million order to the BAE Systems Electronic Systems
segment in Nashua, NH, to provide radio frequency
(RF) countermeasures systems for special operations
C-130J four-engine turboprop aircraft. Electronic
warfare (EW) experts at BAE Systems will provide
RF countermeasures systems to help U.S. specialoperations C-130J turboprop aircraft evade and jam
enemy radar systems.
The aircraft involved are the AC-130J Ghostrider
close-air-support plane and the MC-130J Commando
II, which is designed to fly covertly at night for special
forces refueling, infiltration, exfiltration, and resupply.
This order calls for BAE Systems to design, build,
and test airborne EW systems to enable specialoperations C-130J aircraft to detect, identify, locate,
deny, degrade, disrupt, and defeat enemy radar systems
during special-operations missions.
More info: baesystems.com
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ARMY AIR INTEGRATING MISSION DOCTRINE

STREAMLINING JOINT
OFFENSE AND DEFENSE
Colonel Paul A. Cravey is currently serving as Director, TRADOC Capability Manager for Reconnaissance and Attack, Fort
Rucker, AL. Commissioned a Second Lieutenant in Aviation from
North Georgia College, Colonel Cravey began his professional
career in 1992 as an Aviation Support Platoon Leader and Aeroscout Platoon Leader in Fort Hood TX and Camp Eagle, Korea.
Following completion of the Aviation Officer Advanced Course in
1995 he was assigned to the 82nd Airborne Division, Fort Bragg
North Carolina and served in a variety of assignments including
command of Crazyhorse Troop, 1st Squadron, 17th Cavalry. After
completion of a tour at the National Training Center in Fort Irwin,
California and the Army’s Command and General Staff College,
he was assigned to the 25th Infantry Division, Schofield Barracks,
Hawaii and immediately deployed to Taji, Iraq where he served
for six months as an operations officer. In 2005, he deployed
to Kirkuk and Tikrit Iraq where he served for 15 months in both
ground and aviation assignments in support of Operation Iraqi
Freedom. In 2009 he was deployed to Kandahar Afghanistan with
the 82nd Airborne Division for one year to serve as a Security
Force Assistance Team Leader for the Afghan Border Police.
From 2011-2013, Colonel Cravey served as the Commander of
the 1st Squadron, 6th Cavalry Regiment at Fort Riley Kansas, and
followed that with a one year assignment as the operations officer for the Brigade Modernization Command at Fort Bliss, Texas.

COL Paul Cravey

Colonel Cravey is a graduate of Embry Riddle Aeronautical
University and the U.S. Army War College where he earned an
MBA and Masters of Strategic Studies respectively.

Director
TRADOC Capability Manager for
Reconnaissance and Attack

A&M spoke with COL Paul Cravey, Director, U.S. Army Training and
Doctrine Command (TRADOC) Capability Manager for Reconnaissance
and Attack Attack, regarding efforts to increase the precision lethality of
Army aviation assets from a doctrinal perspective addressing joint operability, firepower, and protective systems integration.

A&M: From an Army-specific focus on autonomous systems
development and integration, speak to some of the key focus
areas that your office is working on.

A&M: Please speak to your role as Director, TRADOC CM UAS.
COL Cravey: I oversee a directorate responsible for Reconnaissance and
Attack capability development for the Army. Specifically, we develop
and manage doctrine, organization, training, material, leadership and
education, personnel, facilities and policy (DOTMLPF-P) solution sets
in support of manned and unmanned Attack and Reconnaissance
programs in addition to the Army Aviation Lethality Strategy. My
team works with capability developers, material developers, test and
evaluation personnel, Army commands, units assigned Attack and
Reconnaissance systems, and Department of the Army and Joint
Staffs on issues influencing the organization, fielding, deployment, and
sustainment of Reconnaissance and Attack systems.
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COL Cravey: Three of our major lines of effort are interoperability,
lethality and survivability.We are working to increase interoperability
between manned and unmanned aviation reconnaissance and
attack platforms. Our future goals for interoperability are to
streamline the sensor to shooter connection through federated
linkages that reduce pilot and operator workload and to develop
integrated solutions that will link future aircraft and sensors to
promote cross cueing and cross domain fires. We want to make
the feed that UAS delivers accessible to everyone who can impact
the fight. We plan to do this through facilitating supervised
control of UAS to the user level by leveraging a Scalable Control
Interface (SCI). Levels of autonomy will differ based on the
platform and mission set; there will always be a “man in the loop”
for all platforms in a supervisory capacity, but specifically for
reconnaissance and attack missions.
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ARMY AIR INTEGRATING MISSION DOCTRINECHINOOK
Army soldiers observe fire from an Apache helicopter.
The Apache is being updated with new weapons,
communications systems, and sensors to enable it’s
lethality in a near peer threat environment.
(AVNCOE)

Our primary goal in lethality is to increase the UAS stowed kill capacity in support of ground force commanders through smaller form factor,
tailorable, lethal munitions. Currently commanders are fighting a battle
of endurance vs. stowed kills and we want to balance that equation.
The primary goal with an increase in survivability is to better harden
our systems to survive and fight effectively against emerging threats on
the current battlefield as well as in the future Multi-Domain Construct
where they will face a significant Anti-access and Area Denial (A2AD)
threat, GPS denial & intrusion and Electronic Warfare Attack.
A&M: In terms of Army partnering in a Joint, Multi-Domain interoperable
environment, speak to how TRADOC is focusing on opportunities to
advance capabilities fielding.
COL Cravey: We are currently developing a future family of UAS that
is partially informed by the programs that our Sister services develop.
We are taking advantage of opportunities to collaborate for common
technology to the maximum extent possible. For example, our future
Scalable Control Interface for UAS must have the capability to interface
with Joint UAS platforms, integrate Fires and CEMA from Joint Forces,
and must operate on a network that supports Join communications.
We’re seeking to leverage work done by USMC in support of their MUX
requirement to shorten the development and fielding timeline for Army
UAS systems and may find some Joint solutions as we further develop
Army UAS requirements.
A&M: From an industry partnering perspective, how is TRADOC working
to partner with industry to better facilitate contract efforts for increased
concept to field outcomes?
COL Cravey: I’m not in the contract arena, that’s our partners at the
Project Management (PM) level. We focus on requirements and finding
the best technology to meet those requirements. We partner with
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The Apache helicopter is able to perform semi autonomous engagements in which an
Unmanned Aircraft System identifies a target and provides missile guidance for the Apache.
The Apache pilot is able to execute limited control of the UAS during these engagements
extending the operational reach of his platform to well beyond line of sight resulting in ability
to engage targets outside of the threat area. (AVNCOE)

industry for development of future systems. My team spends a
great deal of time laying out the capability gaps and researching
potential solutions. For example, In addition to continuous industry
engagements, last year we held a ‘shark tank’ style two day session
at the AUVSI symposium open to anyone in industry to pitch any
UAS related technology they thought might be applicable to our
mission set. We then provided open feedback on their ideas and
technology. Some of those pitches really caught our attention and
garnered follow up. When we have the need to fill a gap and specifics
on the parameters we’ll work with the PM who will release RFIs and
RFPs to industry to attempt to meet those gaps with their particular
solutions. Specifically we are currently focused on VTOL capability
with endurance for UAS and future weapons that have extended
range capability and are tailorable beyond our currently fielded
inventory.
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PLATFORM POWER ALTERNATIVES TACTICAL VEHICLE ELECTRONICS

NEXT-GEN VEHICLE POWER

The U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Research Development and Engineering Center (TARDEC) is testing Silicon Carbide
and Gallium-Nitride powered electronics for tactical vehicles, developing an open, modular, scalable, and smart power
system to meet the needs of future and modernized ground combat.
By Kevin Hunter, A&M Editor

Several members of the Congressional Staff Delegation and their representatives visited TARDEC. The purpose of the visit was for the Congressional Delegation to understand and see firsthand
TARDEC’s organic capabilities and to learn more about TARDEC’s public private partnerships. (U.S. Army photos by Kimberly Bratic, TARDEC)

operating at higher temperatures as compared
U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Research,
to the silicon technologies available today.”
Development and Engineering Center
Hamilton went on to say that “Being
(TARDEC)S developers are using the
weight or space neutral requires electrification
requirements from Abrams, Armored
of hydraulics, size reductions that silicon
Multipurpose Vehicle (AMPV), Bradley, Ground
carbide (SiC) provides, and shrinking of
Combat Vehicle (GCV), & Stryker to develop
computing systems. While being space and
an alternative electronic power architecture
weight neutral, these efforts bring much
that can work for all of these vehicles. “This
greater performance and new capabilities
will allow the Army to standardize around
when combined together into a system. SiC is
MIL-PRF-GCS600A for 600VDC much how
one part of the solution set.” he emphasized.
the military uses MIL-STD-1275 for 28VDC
systems on all vehicles today,” said Mr.
George Hamilton, TARDEC. The Army’s NextENHANCED COOLING EFFICIENCY
Generation Combat Vehicle Electrical Power
Architecture. NGCVEPA concept is expected
An effort completed by the Army in 2009
to provide vehicles with the infrastructure
involving electrification of a Stryker vehicle
necessary for high power loads such as
with the Common Modular Power System
energy weapons and electrical
(CMPS) solution very similar to
active defense systems on
what is found on the M109A7. For
ground combat vehicles.
that effort, the electric fan and
“The leap ahead technology
inverter required liquid cooling
we are developing in parallel to
to be provided. “With the thermal
the architecture is Silicon Carbide
performance SiC carbide offers,
(SiC) & Gallium Nitride (GaN)
we are expecting to receive an
power electronics,” remarked
air-cooled SiC based fan which
Hamilton. “These technologies
will have identical cooling
should allow us to see a 2-4x
performance to the electrified
Mr. Hamilton
TARDEC
increase in power density while
fan on the 2009 CMPS effort,”
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said Hamilton. “This reduces the amount
of connections required and significantly
simplifies the component integration.”
Additionally, SiC is allowing TARDEC to
utilize a 105C cooling loop for the other
SiC components which means the power
electronics radiator can be significantly
smaller. “The future plan would be to combine
the engine cooling loop and the power
electronics cooling loops into a single loop,”
noted Hamilton. “Traditional systems require
separate cooling loops because militarized
power electronics cannot exceed 80C with
silicon.”
TARDEC SiC components being developed
are 100% backwards compatible with
existing starter generator power systems.
Components will be roughly 50% smaller and
lighter and require half the coolant flow of the
components they are replacing. “Right now
militarized high voltage connectors are the
largest cost of our components,” remarked
Hamilton. “These components are not cheap,
but we have learned that SiC is no longer the
cost driver. It is connectors and cold plates
used within our devices. Finding ways to bring
these costs down will be one of the follow-on
activities after our SiC system is completed.”
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COMMAND PROFILE USASOC

PROJECTING MULTI-FORCE READINESS

U.S. Army Special Operations Command (USASOC) provides the nation’s premier
Special Operations Forces, delivering appropriate and effective capabilities to joint force
commanders and interagency leaders across the entire spectrum of conflict and under
any operating conditions. USASOC invests in new ideas and capabilities to anticipate
changing environments and new demands in order to maintain a competitive edge over
U.S. adversaries.
1st Special Forces Command (Airborne)

Soldiers of 1st SFC (A) possess expertise
in tactics, combat advisor skills, military
deception, sabotage and subversion, foreign
language, relationship building skills, cultural
understanding, adaptive decision making and
cognitive problem solving. Trained in special
warfare, 1st SFC units include five active duty
and two National Guard Special Forces groups,
two Military Information Support Groups, one Civil Affairs brigade,
and one Special Operations Sustainment Brigade.
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U.S. Army Special Forces (Airborne)

Special Forces Soldiers are highly skilled in
conducting Special Operations missions before,
during and following conflict. They make up a
multi-purpose force capable of unconventional
warfare, foreign internal defense, direct action,
special reconnaissance and are also skilled
linguists. They are regionally oriented and are
comprised of 12-person teams (ODAs), who are
carefully selected and highly-trained senior experts.
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COMMAND PROFILE USASOC

4th and 8th Military Information Support Group (Airborne)

Military Information Support
Operations Soldiers are language
trained and cultural experts,
skilled in both traditional and
emerging media, communication,
and influence techniques. They
provide the military commander
the means to communicate to specific foreign audiences in an area of
operation. They plan, guide, and exploit psychological impacts of military
operations in support of the United States and its allies.

The 95th CA Brigade (Airborne)

Civil Affairs Soldiers are trained in local
traditions, culture and language. They organize,
train, equip and deploy forces worldwide to
conduct Civil Affairs Operations to reduce and/
or mitigate civil vulnerabilities leveraged by
state and non-state actors for legitimacy and
influence over relevant populations.

The 528th Sustainment Brigade (Airborne)

The brigade provides support to large and small
SOF operations and is uniquely configured to
use Theater, Army, indigenous or SOF unique
sustainment systems. These expert logisticians
can operate in any environment and are capable
of supporting sensitive missions around the
globe.

75th Ranger Regiment

Rangers are a lethal, agile, and versatile Special
Operations Force that conducts forcible entry
operations and special operations across
the entire spectrum of combat. Rangers are
capable of planning and executing complex,
worldwide operations in high-risk, uncertain
and politically sensitive areas. They are
trained on a wide variety of mobility platforms.
Training and combat missions are conducted at night, during adverse
weather conditions, using specialized equipment, tactics, techniques
and procedures designed to fit the difficulty, risk and requirement for
each combat mission.

CONTACT INFORMATION
USASOC Public Affairs Office
2929 Desert Storm Drive
Fort Bragg, N.C. 28310
(910) 432-6005
Email: pao@socom.mil
Website: http://www.soc.mil
Facebook.com/usasoc.mil

U.S. Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center
and School (USAJFKSWCS)

The JFK Special Warfare Center and School is the
Army’s Special Operations Center of Excellence.
It invests in the development of human capital to
produce Civil Affairs, Psychological Operations
and Special Forces Soldiers from recruitment to
retirement in order to provide the operational units
with a professionally trained and well-educated
force. The Special Operations Center of Excellence
is the U.S. Army proponent for ARSOF concepts, doctrine, leader
development, training and education, and also trains and qualifies
joint SOF and interagency personnel. The Special Operations Center of
Excellence also teaches Advanced Special Operations and Advanced
Skills training.

U.S. Army Special Operations Aviation Command (Airborne)
USASOAC provides command and control,
executive oversight, training and resourcing
of Army Special Operations aviation assets,
units and personnel in support of national
security objectives. USASOAC consists of the
160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment
(Airborne), the USASOC Flight Company, the
Special Operations Aviation Training Battalion,
the Technology Applications Project Office (TAPO), and the Systems
Integration Management Office (SIMO).
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Premier CBRN Event
• Joint Military
• Interagency/Intergovernmental
• Multinational
• Industry
• Academia
• And other CBRN professionals
For sponsorship & exhibit opportunities, contact:
Laurie Powell
LPowell@eventPower.com | (703) 740-1940
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MODERNIZING ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE

U.S. Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Energy recently awarded the Air Force’s largest energy savings performance contract for the
Oklahoma City Air Logistics Complex, Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma. Contract work will modernize 60 buildings and help reduce
energy usage at the complex by 35 percent, simultaneously supporting the Air Force’s new Energy Flight Plan, a long-term vision to
enhance mission assurance through energy assurance.
By Elizabeth Stoeckmann, DLA Energy Public Affairs
Military members of the Oklahoma
City Air Logistics Complex lower the
American flag from the base flag pole
during an official retreat ceremony,
Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma.
OC-ALC conducted the retreat ceremony
as part of the official Tinker AFB 75th
Anniversary events. (U.S. Air Force
photo/Greg L. Davis)

“When I read that this happened within about a
The $243 million facility modernization project will save
20-month period of time … for those who may not be used
at least $20 million annually in energy and operational
to government contracting cycles, you may think ‘wow,’ that
costs over the 25-year life of the contract. This includes the
seems like a long time,” Chapin said. “However, I’ve been
traditional energy conservation measures such as boiler
around enough government contracts to know that’s actually
and chiller optimization, lighting retrofits, building envelop
a very short period of time … and for something of this size
upgrades, infrared heating, water and sewer conservation.
to come together in a 20-month period of time, is absolutely
“When you have a 35 percent savings over 10 million
phenomenal and it’s a testament to the teamwork.”
square feet, that is a real, tangible difference,” said DLA
“This could not have been accomplished without the
Energy Commander Air Force Brig. Gen. Martin Chapin. “The
Brig Gen Martin Chapin
collaborative effort of the Tinker OC-ALC, the Air Force
money that is saved in the Department of Defense now goes
DLA Energy
Civil Engineering Center, DLA Energy and the contractor,”
to do something else we need to do. We can spend it on
Obermeyer said. “The contractor was very supporting and
readiness or whatever else it is we feel the need to do at the
collaborative. The contractor brought in their best [personnel], who were
time.”
very cooperative. We all agreed up front that we would make this happen
The project also addressed the manufacturing processes with
and we all worked around the clock until we did!”
conservation measures in the paint booths, thermal spray booths, the
plating shops, the industrial waste water treatment plant and the chemical
cleaning shops and the compressed air retrofits.
PROJECTED GOAL AND BEYOND
“This project covers it all,” said DLA Energy Contracting Officer
Cynthia Obermeyer. “It achieves energy conservation, cost savings and
The Air Force exceeded its commitment toward the $4 billion
improves mission reliability through installation of new equipment and
Presidential Performance Contracting Challenge goal with the Tinker
infrastructure.”
OC-ALC ESPC project. Under the challenge, each federal agency was
charged with optimizing its energy footprint through the use of third-party
performance contracts.
PROJECTED EFFICIENCY
“Contracting support obtained from the installation contracting offices
has
many different types of contracting venues and they do a great job
After completion of a 42-month construction effort, included as part
executing the operation and maintenance dollars for the installation, but
of the 25-year performance period, the total annual energy savings are
energy is a beast all unto itself. Our expertise and services are provided
projected to be 665 billion British thermal units per year, equivalent to
to the DoD with a committed work force focused on the energy industry,”
the average annual energy consumption of more than 8,300 homes. In
Obermeyer said.
addition to a projected 35-percent reduction in Tinker OC-ALC energy
DLA Energy is currently working on eight Air Force ESPC projects
usage, this project provides water efficiencies, with OC-ALC water usage
for award this calendar year. Nine more are due to be awarded next year
projected to reduce 9 percent.
and new requirements are in the pipeline coming from Air Force Civil
The ESPC was executed within 20 months as a result of proactive
Engineering Center.
planning and execution efforts with stakeholders.
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meet directly with manufacturers and suppliers who can provide the best
gear for tactical teams arriving in theater.
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